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Last class: Transformer Models

Transformers are efficient, multi-
modal data processors



This lecture

• Foundation models: Models that are trained on exorbitant data and compute on a broad 
task, often intended as a starting point for specialized models

• Key questions for foundation models are 
– How to train them (what architecture, what data, what objective)
– How to apply them, e.g. 

• Zero-shot: apply to new tasks without any training examples for those specific tasks
• Linear probe: train a linear model on the features
• Fine-tune: adjust the entire network to perform better in the target task

• We previously saw two examples of foundation models suitable for fine-tuning
– ImageNet pretrained models for vision
– BERT for language

• We will now learn about two more famous models that can do zero shot
– GPT: Generative Pretraining Models for Language
– CLIP: Contrastive Language-Image Pretraining for Vision



GPT1 - Improving Language Understanding by Generative 
Pre-Training (Radford et al. 2018)



GPT1 (2018)
• Pre-cursor to BERT (2019) that we discussed last class

• Similar architecture and training procedures 
– 117M parameters in GPT1 vs. 340M for BERT Large

• Pre-training: Maximize data likelihood as a product of conditional 
probabilities, trained on Books Corpus
– Predict each token based on the k tokens (the “context”) that came before

• Fine-tuned for each task while also retaining the generative 
objective. Some tasks need to be processed in a special way

• Achieved state-of-art in 9 out of 12 tasks



GPT-2 (Radford et al. 2019) - Language Models are 
Unsupervised Multitask Learners
Aims to create a general purpose language learner
“Current systems are better characterized as narrow experts rather than competent generalists. We would like to move 
towards more general systems which can perform many tasks – eventually without the need to manually create and label a 
training dataset for each one.

The dominant approach to creating ML systems is to collect a dataset of training examples demonstrating correct
behavior for a desired task, train a system to imitate these behaviors, and then test its performance on independent
and identically distributed (IID) held-out examples. This has served well to make progress on narrow experts. But
the often erratic behavior of captioning models (Lake et al., 2017), reading comprehension systems (Jia & Liang, 2017),
and image classifiers (Alcorn et al., 2018) on the diversity and variety of possible inputs highlights some of the 
shortcomings of this approach.

Our suspicion is that the prevalence of single task training on single domain datasets is a major contributor to the lack
of generalization observed in current systems. Progress towards robust systems with current architectures is likely
to require training and measuring performance on a wide range of domains and tasks.”

PDF

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Language-Models-are-Unsupervised-Multitask-Learners-Radford-Wu/9405cc0d6169988371b2755e573cc28650d14dfe


GPT-2
• A general system should learn to model 
𝑃𝑃(𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜|𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜, 𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)

• The task can be specified in natural language, so language 
tasks can be framed as sequence-to-sequence text processing

• Sequence-to-sequence: A problem formulated as receiving 
input in some modality and producing output some modality 
(instead of e.g. predicting probability for labels in a specific 
task)



GPT-2: Data and Training
• WebText Dataset: Created a new web scrape of pages linked 

from Reddit with at least 3 karma, as these should be of 
reasonable quality
– Does not require additional manual annotation
– Yields 8 million documents (40GB text) from before 2018 after de-

duplication and cleaning
– Removed Wikipedia, since it is commonly used in test sets

• GPT-2 is generatively trained on WebText data and not fine-
tuned on anything else 



GPT-2 Architecture and Model Sizes
• Architecture is basically the same as GPT-1 and BERT

GPT-1 Size
BERT Size



GPT-2: Zero shot results

• Achieves state-of-art in many tasks without tuning for them

• Performs much worse than state-of-art in summarization and 
translation (though can effectively translate word for word)

Perplexity (PPL) is 2^entropy; lower is better





See many more 
examples in the paper



Continued log-linear improvement with model size
Conclusion: “The diversity of tasks 
the model is able to perform in a 
zero-shot setting suggests that 
high-capacity models trained to 
maximize the likelihood of a 
sufficiently varied text corpus 
begin to learn how to perform a 
surprising amount of tasks 
without the need for explicit 
supervision.”



In the OpenAI board room…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJR1H5tf5wE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJR1H5tf5wE




GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020)



Models and Architectures



Training data



Training compute

List price of 
compute to train 
GPT-3 175B: 
~$4.5M



Few-shot “In 
Context Learning”



GPT-3 

GPT-2 scale
Accuracy on a simple task to remove random symbols from a word



GPT-3



Performance of GPT-3

• Average performance of few-shot is about the same 
as fine-tuned BERT-Large, but varies by task

• Per-task specialized SOTA models are still best





GPT-3 Arithmetic





What to learn from the GPT Series

• GPT: generative-pretraining (GPT) is effective for large 
language models

• GPT-2: GPT models can perform reasonable zero-shot task 
performance with larger models trained on more data

• GPT-3: Even larger GPT models trained on even more data 
are good at many tasks, especially text generation, and 
can be “trained” at inference time with in-context 
examples



What should my students learn from the GPT papers?
ChatGPT 4 says:

The GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) papers introduce and expand upon a series of influential ideas in the field of natural language processing 
(NLP) and artificial intelligence (AI). From these papers, your students can learn a variety of fundamental and advanced concepts that are not only 
applicable to the field of AI but also to broader areas of computer science and technology. Here are some key learning points:

1. Fundamentals of Transformers and Attention Mechanisms
• Understand the architecture of the Transformer model, which is central to GPT. This includes the mechanics of self-attention mechanisms that allow 

the model to weigh the importance of different words in a sentence.
• Explore how transformers handle sequential data without relying on recurrent layers, enabling more parallelization and efficiency in training.

2. Transfer Learning in NLP
• Learn about transfer learning and how pre-trained models can be applied to a wide range of tasks without extensive task-specific training data.
• Understand the concept of fine-tuning a pre-trained model on specific tasks to achieve high performance with relatively small datasets.

3. Language Model Pre-training
• Dive into the process of pre-training a large language model on a vast corpus of text data. This process enables the model to understand language 

patterns, grammar, and context before being fine-tuned for specific tasks.
• Examine the benefits of unsupervised pre-training, where the model learns from raw text without explicit labels or annotations.

4. Generative Models in AI
• Investigate the capabilities and applications of generative models in AI, focusing on their ability to produce coherent and contextually relevant text.
• Discuss the ethical considerations and potential misuse of generative text models, including concerns about misinformation, copyright issues, and 

biases in AI.
5. Scaling and Performance of AI Models

• Analyze how scaling up the model size (number of parameters) and training data affects the performance of AI models.
• Explore the computational challenges and environmental impacts of training large-scale AI models, and discuss potential solutions.

Wrong statements in red, good points in green



On the other hand, 
There once was a class so great 
Applied Machine Learning, first-rate 
The students all learned 
And their skills were discerned 
Now their models can predict with high rate! 
– Chat GPT



(GPT 4 responds with a very long poem)



[two minute break]



Since GPT-3
• Chat GPT further incorporates RLHF (“reinforcement learning from 

human feedback”) and other tuning
• VLMs (vision language models) proliferate, including Flamingo, 

Florence, LLaVA, BLIP, and Unified IO
• GPT-4v has rumored 1.3T params with training cost of $100M and 

incorporates image models
• Co-pilot and other coding assistants emerges as an important 

application of GPT
• Other LLMs proliferate including Mistral, Gemini, and Llama
• Visual programming, generating code that calls pretrained models, 

emerges as an alternative to multimodal/multitask single models



How much of our thoughts and conversation are just next 
word prediction?



CLIP: Learning Transferrable Models from Natural 
Language Supervision (Radford et al. 2021)

pdf

First key idea: use a text encoder as a classifier

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.00020.pdf


First key idea: use a text encoder as a classifier
• This is an old idea – words and pictures work goes back to 

~2000, but at a smaller scale

• Main challenge: How to scale?
– Learn from natural language supervision (not tags or class labels)
– Scrape 400 million image/text pairs
– “Bag of words” language representation
– Contrastive objective, instead of predicting exact language
– Use transformer architecture



Second key idea(s): contrastively match gestalt text to image

• Use small transformer 
language model (76M 
parameters for base)

• Matching task with large 
batch (size = 32,768)
– Each image and text from 

batch is encoded
– Similarity score obtained 

for 32K x 32K image-text 
pairings

– Loss is cross-entropy on 
matching each image to its 
text, and each text to its 
image

Contrastive task formulations is a good 
general way to learn when exact target is 
unpredictable





Training cost
• “The largest ResNet model RN50x64, took 18 days to train on 

592 V100 GPUs, while the largest Vision Transformer took 12 
days on 256 V100 GPUs”
– ~$91K for Transformer model; $300K for ResNet model



Key idea 3: zero-shot classification

Every batch of training is like 
a novel classification task, 
matching 32K classes to 32K 
images

To create a new 
classification task:
1. Convert class labels into 

captions and encode the 
text

2. Encode the image
3. Assign the image to the 

label whose caption 
matches best



Four ways to adapt CLIP to a new task
1. Zero-shot: convert labels to text and use text-image similarity

2. Linear probe: freeze the image encoder and train a linear 
layer on its features

3. Nearest neighbor (not in paper): record features of training 
examples and use K-NN classifier

4. Fine-tune CLIP encoder for the new task (but then it 
completely loses its generality)



Zero shot prediction examples (randomly selected)



• Zero-shot clip performs as 
well as a strong baseline 
trained on 16 examples 
per class

• Linear probe needs 4 
examples to reach zero-
shot performance (on 
average)







What to remember

• Deep learning application often involves starting 
with a pre-trained “foundation” model and fine-
tuning it

• With large-scale training and the right 
formulations, models can perform a range of tasks 
including those not explicitly trained

• GPT demonstrates that learning to predict the next 
word produces a flexible zero-shot and few-shot 
general language task performer

• CLIP shows that learning to match images to text 
produces a good zero-shot classifier and an 
excellent image encoder



Coming up
• Applications

– Ethics and Impact of AI
– Bias and Fairness
– Building and Deploying ML, with guest speaker Daniel Kang
– Audio and 1D signals
– RL, with guest speaker (and TA) Josh Levine
– Discuss students’ ML applications
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